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Super SEXY pics with a surprise or two... 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $32.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Prepare for a Mind Fucking Rock hard Arousal.  you will want to find a nice quiet PRIVATE
place to enjoy PLAYTIME with Me.  Super SEXY pics with a surprise or two.

Unzip and feel My seductive VISUAL Enslavement.

Reviews

Friday, 03 June 2022 

Domina is stunning! Simply stunning!
She is the most Beautiful Queen. 

william eagles 

Wednesday, 25 May 2022 

i have never seen Domina look so Hot, so Sexy, so totally Stunningly Beautiful. i have never seen a bad picture of Domina, but there is
something very special about this set. 
This is natural Beauty, Honest, Unadulterated Beauty.
This set of pictures shows Domina as She is, Perfect and i am so blessed to be Her slave.

dileas 
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Tuesday, 24 May 2022 

Everything you ever wanted from an Erotic Hypnosis Dominant Woman. Domina Shelle is Cleaver, Stunningly Sexy, Manipulative and
She knows exactly which buttons to push. Combining these pics with Her Brainwashing Conditioning is Explosive! This Woman knows
what She is doing and i LOVE it and i WANT more, much much more!!! 

Roland 

Monday, 23 May 2022 

i really really am drooling. Domina is so HOT. i'm so grateful that i'm owned by such a beautiful perfect goddess, who absolutely smoking
hot

Rickey Ratcliff 

Monday, 23 May 2022 

Wow... Just wow! This pack isn't just HOT, it is F***ing SCORCHING! Don't hesitate, don't delay, just buy these today, and let Domina's
beauty melt your mind, and take your breath away! The title is spot on, drool is the very least you're likely to do! i would opine that
Domina should have issued a warning.... Make sure you're sat on towel, or have very absorbent underwear on! Hot... Hot, hot, hot!
Thank you Domina for sharing Your beauty with us all. ??????

social recluse 
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